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2.2 Known Limitations

2.3 Enhancements

2.4 Problem Reports

2.4.1 PR 09061
The problem report has been fixed. No spaces will be allowed in “Other Options” properties of ATLAS/DEVICEDB/SWITCHDB/ITADB Modules.

2.4.2 PR 09063
The problem report has been fixed. The WRTS (at Run-time) and PAWS Developer’s Studio (at Build-time) enforced LEX CRC/Date-Time check. Although this encouraged running and building safe and compatible OBJ/DAT and other binary files and reduced Run-time incompatibilities and errors, this was seen as a limitation in running old projects that did not pass the compatibility tests, primarily due to Date-Time mismatch with LEX files. The side-effect was that Users were forced to rebuild these projects before running them. Thus, TYX has decided to relax this limitation for the RTS - thus allowing loading of binary OBJ/DAT files without LEX CRC/Date-Time check. Paws Developer studio will enforce this check at build time and force creation of compatible modules before starting a debugging session.

In lieu of the above change, the configuration properties section “Ignore TPS consistency with LEX” containing properties “CRC” and “Build Time” on the RTS General Page have been dropped. The configuration page displayed is now from version 1.37.1 and prior.